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Erosion of Brahmaputra

In Assam

Since 1954 

Total area eroded = 

4,25,900 Ha. (7%)

Rate of erosion = 8,500 Ha./Year

No. of villages eroded = 4521 no
population affected = 9,00,000

Affected Reaches
Moderate to Severe = 130
Most Severe   = 25

Oil Installations/Tea Gardens/ 
Important Towns and Cities/ 
Heritage Sites               =  18. Typical Erosion Phenomenon

In BRAHMAPUTRA



Brahmaputra is widening at an Alarming 

Rate

1. First survey (1912-28): area: 3,870 km²

2. Second survey (1963-75):  area: 4,850 km²

3. Third survey (2006 NESAC): area: 6,080 km²

Indications
The river area increased by more than 50% by the way of erosion

The annual average loss of land is nearly 8500 ha



Erosion of the Brahmaputra



ACTIVE EROSION AT MORIGAON



Erosion in Majuli Island Area 



SALMARA AREA (DHUBRI) UNDER THREAT OF 
EROSION



Different types of failures-
Shallow slides



Rotational failure



Slab failure



Cantilever failure



Earth flow





Qualities of a plant for use in 
bioengineering:

The ideal plant should have:

long, strong and abundant root matrix.

ability to grow as a dense hedge

very quick growth

ability to grow almost everywhere

High biomass below ground, low biomass above ground

should be non invasive so that the local ecology is not disrupted



Qualities of a plant for use in 
bioengineering:bioengineering:bioengineering:bioengineering:bioengineering:bioengineering:bioengineering:

Should be perennial and permanent

It should exhibit xerophytic and hydrophytic 
characteristics if it is to survive the forces of 
nature.

It should not compete with the crop plants it is 
protecting.

It should be free of pests and diseases.

Vetiver has all the above qualities



The root



Longitudinal section through a vetiver 
hedge





Effects of Vetiver grass on bank/ slope 
erosion



Subaerial preparation Influence
A denotes positive effect on erosion control; 

B negative

1 Canopy intercepts rainfall, which dissipates 
raindrop energy and reduces rainfall available for 
infiltration  - A

2 Canopy reduces wind erosion by stabilizing the 
surface and decreasing near-surface wind 
velocities, but the canopy exposed to wind transmit 
dynamic forces into the slope  - A/B

3 The stems reduce run-off erosion by reducing 
flow velocities but at the same time increase 
infiltration  - A/B



Particle entrainment
4 Submerged canopy reduces near-bank flow 
velocities – A

5 Submerged canopy damps turbulence, which 
results in a reduction of shear stresses – A

6 Submerged canopy, especially the stems dissipate 
wave energy – A

7 The rootsystem physically restrains soil particles -
A
8 The rootsystem provide an apparent cohesion, 
which increases critical shear stress - A



Mass failure
9 Rootsystem increases drainage and permeability which 
results in a decrease of excess pore pressures – A

10 The root system increases soil shear strength via 
apparent cohesion and therefore the probability of the 
occurrence of a landslide is reduced – A

11 Decayed roots reduce cohesion and increase the 
change on freeze-thaw damage – B

12 Depletion of soil moisture may accentuate desiccation 
cracking in the soil, resulting in higher infiltration -B

13 The tensile strength of the roots hinder crack forming- A

14 The tensile strength of the roots hinder pushing off of 
aggregates of soil - A 



Strategies  tried

Vetiver alone
Vetiver with Porcupines ( permeable spurs)
Vetiver with underwater flexible mattress
Vetiver with reed barrier



Examples: vetiver alone



River Kolong- a tributary of the 
Brahmaputra



The slope profiled and initiation of Vetiver
plantation in grid pattern





A stable slope 



Riverbank Erosion control

Performance comparison with 
geosynthetic mattress





Type of Erosion: 

Both Rotational and slab 
failure



Total 1500 M of the severely affected 
stretch was intervened.

1000 m on the upstream side was applied 
geosynthetic mattress

Immediately downstream a 500 m stretch 
was applied the vetiver system

Porcupine spurs placed every 250 m



The bank before intervention





The crack before slumping



Intervention at the riverbank





Rising water, bottom rows are inundated





































Vetiver proved a great success.
The slope in November, 2010



The slope in December, 2010



January, 2011



Erosion continues downstream. January, 2011



Another picture of erosion downstream. 
January,2011



The Vetiver protected slope, end of April, 2012 
Pictures by WRD during their inspection tour



The slope after 2 years





6/10/2012 After the second 
flood season



Bottom Rows died due to prolonged 
inundation. But the slope survived, actually 

recovering land.



The plantation at the crest. Villagers prune it use 
as fodder. This plantation has prevented 

formation of tension cracks.



The geomat failed to prevent the slumping at 
the same location









Vetiver with flexible mattress









Bed profile

The stretch was located 
on the outer bend

Bed profile. Heavy 
toe erosion.













The riverbank in July, 2011, 
fighting the second flood season



Vetiver with reed barrier



River Demow, toe protected with reeds

REEDS



REEDS



Udna village work, 
Mundeshwari river

















Road embankment / bridge 
approach protection



Doria bridge approach in Majuli; during construction



The nursery at site. Plants are established in poly 
pouches before transplanting



Starting the plantation



The footmarks say all about the consolidation. 
Sandbags were used to prevent sliding



The plantation in the 3rd month



The bamboo fence is to keep away animal from grazing



The forward slope with toe protection



The forward slope toe protected with caged boulder



Same bridge approach now.



The other side of the approach



Bridge approach protection
Sesa-pani bridge near Merapani



Same bridge approach



Design Consideration

Vetiver  can work as a standalone system 
where there is no bed scouring bear the bank of 
attention – superficial bank migration

Where there is bed scouring near the bank,  
Vetiver system has to be augmented by other 
techniques

Protecting the toe is paramount. Use of a strip 
of reeds at toe to dampen flow energy helps



Design consideration
The vetiver plants must be planted in close spacing 
so that they form a dense hedge

Riverbank slopes must be planted in a grid pattern.

The slope should be trimmed to 1V : 2H and where 
there is sloughing, it should preferably be 1V: 3H

Where there is tension cracks , vetiver should be 
planted on the crest also.



Advantages
The major advantage of VS over conventional engineering
measures is its low cost and longevity. 

Annual maintenance costs are significantly reduced once 
Vetiver hedgerows are established.

Long-term maintenance costs are low. In contrast to 
conventional engineering structures, green technology 
improves as the vegetative cover matures.

VS is particularly well suited to areas with low-cost labour
forces.



Disadvantages
Vetiver’s intolerance to shading, particularly within the 
establishment phase. Partial shading stunts its growth.

The Vetiver System is effective only when the plants are 
well established. Effective planning requires an initial 
establishment.

Vetiver hedges are fully effective only when plants form 
closed hedgerows. Gaps between clumps should be timely 
re-planted.

Vetiver requires protection from livestock during its 
establishment phase.

Vetiver attracts local vegetation which kills the vetiver after 
some time. Periodic weeding is necessary.



Measures for decision-making, planning

Timing: Important because it takes time for the plants to establish 
themselves and to be effective.

Maintenance and repair:  Planning and budgeting should anticipate 
replacement, replanting, watering, manuring at the early stage.

Procurement: All inputs can and should be procured locally (labour, 
manure, planting materials, maintenance contracts). Employment 
opportunity provides an incentive for the local community to protect 
the plants during their infancy and adolescence, and to maintain the 
quality and sustainability of the works.

Community involvement: As much as possible, local communities 
should be included in the design, materials procurement, and 
maintenance stages.

Integration: Policy makers should recommend Vetiver System as part 
of a comprehensive approach to infrastructure protection, applied on a 
scale large enough to ensure a tangible increase in expertise and a 
gradual, spreading effect. 



CONCLUSIONS
There are  now enough evidences that VS is 
a very effective, economical, community-
based and environmentally friendly 
sustainable bioengineering tool that protects 
infrastructure. 

However, it must be stressed that the most 
important keys to success are good quality 
planting material, proper design, correct 
planting techniques.

Apart from erosion control, VS can help in 
poverty alleviation, reducing global warming 
and develop rural economy in a green way.



THANK  YOU




